In Transcending Space, Clemens Klinkert (MFA 2014) creates the sensation of a boundless, contemplative space through shifts in scale and gravity. Erratic painted lines covering all surfaces transform and expand the gallery into an inhabitable meditative field. Juxtaposing this indoor mural with geometric paintings, Klinkert constructs a charged visual environment that challenges painting's ability to invoke a phenomenological presence.

CHICAGO, IL. | In Transcending Space, Clemens Klinkert (MFA 2014) creates the sensation of a boundless, contemplative space through shifts in scale and gravity. Erratic painted lines covering all surfaces transform and expand the gallery into an inhabitable meditative field. Juxtaposing this indoor mural with geometric paintings, Klinkert constructs a charged visual environment that challenges painting's ability to invoke a phenomenological presence.
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STUDENT RUN / STUDENT WORK
Professional exhibition spaces exclusively for students since 1994
Founded in 1994, the Student Union Galleries (SUGs) at the School of the Art Institute of Chicago (SAIC) has established itself as a staple of SAIC’s student life—a place where student artists and curators can challenge their work in a public setting. Producing between 12 to 15 exhibitions of student work each year, SUGs strives to facilitate a creative, interdisciplinary exchange between students, professors, and arts professionals across the SAIC community and beyond. SUGs alumni, both directors and exhibiting artists, have contributed substantially to the arts in Chicago and built valuable careers in the arts both nationally and internationally. Please visit www.saic.edu/sugs for more information.